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Fourth Quarter 2019
Market Outlook & Portfolio Insights

Market Outlook
Despite volatility in the third quarter, market performance remains broadly positive in 2019.

Source: Morningstar
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Market Outlook
Weaker growth has pulled down bond yields this year.
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Market Outlook
Global financial conditions have eased considerably, which history suggests should
provide a tailwind to economic activity over the next six to nine months.
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Market Outlook
The Fed is forecasting real GDP growth of 1.8% for the third quarter,
down from 2.0% growth in the second quarter but positive nonetheless.
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Market Outlook
The consumer continues to exhibit positive fundamentals.
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Market Outlook
The housing industry is gaining positive momentum.
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Market Outlook
Chinese authorities have implemented more than 100 acts of stimulus to stabilize
the economy. A pickup in Chinese activity should benefit global growth.
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Market Outlook
While recognizing potential risks to financial markets, we continue to favor
maintaining equity allocations in line with long-term targets.
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Recent Tactical Shifts
February 2019: Sold out of U.S. mid-cap core
equities and invested proceeds along with
excess cash in U.S. homebuilders industry.
Rationale: The Fed paused on rate hikes
recently and 30-year mortgage rates have
fallen from ~5% to 4.5%, which may be
rekindling interests from potential
buyers. Additionally, there appears to be
pent up demand after years of under-building
following the Great Recession. Household
formations averaged ~1.0m per year over the
past 10 years. As a percentage of total
households, renters are hovering near cycle
highs. Housing affordability has created
challenges but remains below historic
average. Some softness in prices and lower
mortgage rates have helped.

March 2019: Sold out of regional bank stocks
and invested proceeds in preferred securities.
Rationale: Recently, the sector has traded
lower as the flattening/inversion of the yield
curve suggests tighter credit availability going
forward. Given this potential headwind to
earnings growth, we are eliminating exposure
to regional bank stocks. A unique aspect of
preferreds is that they are primarily issued by
banks. Unlike bank stocks which generally
require expanding net interest margins and
accelerating loan growth to outperform,
preferreds should return their fixed payments
and par value as long as credit quality
remains healthy. Increasing exposure to
preferreds should allow us to effectively
express our positive view on corporate
financial health while also driving incremental

March 2019: Increased exposure to emerging
market equities, utilizing proceeds from the
sale of global equities.
Rationale: Given the favorable trend in
China’s credit impulse, we believe that a
modest increase in exposure is prudent,
bringing the allocation closer to neutral from
underweight in client portfolios. The
BlackRock Global Dividend strategy has
performed well in 2019, aided by particularly
strong returns from its tobacco
holdings. Decreasing exposure is an
opportunity to capture some of the bounce in
performance as well as position client
portfolios for expected global growth.

August 2019: Reduced exposure to pharma
stocks and invested the proceeds in
accordance with each client’s long-run
strategic asset allocation.
Rationale: As the 2020 presidential
election comes into focus, the risks
associated with pharma stocks appear to
be rising. President Trump has said on
numerous occasions that he wants to lower
drug prices. While we do not anticipate
that Democrats will want to give Trump a
win, they have made similar campaign
promises. Given the potential for a
challenging combination of headline risk
and ultimately fundamental risk, we are
reducing exposure to pharma stocks in
client portfolios.
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Summary Market Views
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Disclosure
Please remember that past performance may not be indicative of future results. Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that the future performance of any specific investment, investment strategy, or
product (including the investments and/or investment strategies recommended or undertaken by Heritage Wealth Advisors, LLC (“IA Firm”), or any non-investment related content, made reference to directly or indirectly in this presentation will be profitable,
equal any corresponding indicated historical performance level(s), be suitable for your portfolio or individual situation, or prove successful. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. Investment strategies such as asset allocation,
diversification, or rebalancing do not assure or guarantee better performance and cannot eliminate the risk of investment losses. Due to various factors, including changing market conditions and/or applicable laws, the content may no longer be reflective of
current opinions or positions. Moreover, you should not assume that any discussion or information contained in this presentation serves as the receipt of, or as a substitute for, personalized investment advice from IA Firm. To the extent that a reader has
any questions regarding the applicability of any specific issue discussed above to his/her individual situation, he/she is encouraged to consult with the professional advisor of his/her choosing. IA Firm is neither a law firm, nor a certified public accounting
firm, and no portion of the presentation content should be construed as legal or accounting advice. A copy of IA Firm’s current written disclosure Brochure discussing our advisory services and fees is available upon request. Please Note: If you are a IA Firm
client, please remember to contact IA Firm, in writing, if there are any changes in your personal/financial situation or investment objectives for the purpose of reviewing/evaluating/revising our previous recommendations and/or services, or if you would like
to impose, add, or to modify any reasonable restrictions to our investment advisory services. IA Firm shall continue to rely on the accuracy of information that you have provided.
This presentation may include forward-looking statements that are subject to certain risks and uncertainties. Actual results, performance, or achievements may differ materially from those expressed or implied.
Any index performance data or other third-party data appearing in or referenced in the presentation has been compiled by the respective copyright holders, trademark holders, or publication/distribution rights owners of each index or other third-party
material owner and is presented for informational purposes only. Heritage Wealth Advisors makes no warranty, express or implied, for any decision taken by any party in reliance upon such material. You cannot invest directly in an index.
Definitions:
U.S. Large Cap Equities: U.S. Large Cap Equities are represented by the S&P 500 Index.
U.S. Mid Cap Equities: U.S. Mid Cap Equities are represented by the S&P Midcap 400 Index.
U.S. Small Cap Equities: U.S. Small Cap Equities are represented by the Russell 2000 Index.
International Developed Equities: International Developed Equities are represented by the MSCI EAFE Index.
Emerging Market Equities: Emerging Market Equities are represented by the MSCI EM Index.
U.S. Core Bonds: U.S. Core Bonds are represented by the BBgBarc U.S. Agg Bond Index.
TIPS: TIPS are represented by the BBgBarc U.S. Treasury U.S. TIPS TR USF Index.
Global Bonds: Global Bonds are represented by the ICE BofAML Gbl Brd Mkt TR USD Index
High Yield Corporate Bonds: High Yield Corporate Bonds are represented by the ICE BofAML U.S. HY Constrained Index.
Preferred Securities: Preferred Securities are represented by the ICE BofAML Adjustable Rate Pref TR USD Index.
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